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Is area code 855 a toll free number

Subscribe to the BuzzFeed Quizzes - Binge newsletter about the latest questionnaires delivered directly to your inbox with the Quizzes newsletter! Today, phone scammers are getting smarter and more complicated. And if you're not careful, they could make a lot of money from you, the caller off guard. Aside from
hanging up if you hear this four-word phrase, there's something else you can do to avoid being a victim. Certain area codes may warn potential targets that the call is not secure, according to Joseph Steinberg, CEO of SecureMySocial. Although people who call scam ever used a number 900, they have changed their
methods as the general public has noticed. Now, many phone numbers scam have area code 809, which originates in the Caribbean.Still, to keep the public out of their trail, the scammers hide behind other numbers as well. It is known that criminals use caller IDs with area code 473, which appears to be domestic, but is
actually the area code for the island of Granada, Steinberg says. Watch out for these phone call scams that could steal your money, too. By the way, those calls add up fast. You may be charged at least $5 per minute for receiving a call from any of these foreign countries, according to AARP. In addition, scammers can
scam you with your money through fake shared times, cruises or fake stories about dangers or money problems. iPhone scams and Uber scams are also on the rise, making Apple fans and Uber users more cautious. These are the Uber scams you need to keep in mind. To play more securely, Steinberg recommends
that you do not answer or return a call from a number you don't recognize. If you really know the person, they can always leave a voicemail. Remember that it's unlikely that someone you don't know, who's in trouble in a place you're not familiar with, will dial a random number in another country and ask you to help them,
he says. They called the police. Although area codes 473, 809, and 900 are the biggest culprits for scams, it can't hurt to be careful with calls from numbers with the following international area codes. Scam phone numbers: International area codes with a +1 Country Code242 — Bahamas246 — Barbados268 —
Antigua284 — British Virgin Islands345 — Cayman Islands441 — Bermuda473 — Grenada, Carriacou and Petite Martinique649 — Turks and Caicos664 — Montserrat721 — Sint Maarten758 — St. Lucia767 — Dominica784 — Saint Vincent and the Grenadines809, 829 and 849 — Dominican Republic868 — Trinidad
and Tobago869 — St. Kitts and Neists — JamaicaNext, read about these online scams you need to know and Avoid. Sources:arisara /ShutterstockAleksSafronov/ShutterstockLDprod/Shutterstock George Diebold/Getty Images Area Code 578 is one of the unassigned codes for the North American Numbering Plan,
which encompasses the United States Canada, certain Caribbean nations, and U.S. territories. Using a phone number with an area code 578 represents an attempt to disguise the origin of a call. Area codes in the NANP were first used in the early 1950s, with 86 of a possible 152 area codes in use. As the number of
phone users increased over the decades, additional area codes were overlamented to complement needs in the continent's highest-density regions. For example, area code 917 overlaps area codes 212 and 718 in the New York City area to accommodate the significant increase in phone users there. Ugurhan



Betin/Getty Images Area Code 668 is not a valid area code in the United States. However, it is a valid area code in Oujda, which is located in northeastern Morocco. Calls received from area code 668 can be traced back to telemarketers, bill collectors, and surveyors. Area code 668 is used to disguise the valid phone
number, making it impossible to identify the call or track the calling company. Phone calls and text messages received from this area code can be reported and added to the list of fake numbers. Scammers are also known to use invalid phone numbers. No city has area code 855. It is a free area code used in the United
States and Canada. Calls are free for the caller because the receiving party pays long distance charges. While free area codes like 855 are used in both the United States and Canada, the owner of the free number may place restrictions on calls to accept. For example, if a company in the United States does not want to
accept Canadian call rates, they block the connection of Canadian numbers. Calls to 855 and other free area codes are not free for callers from outside North America. Area codes 520 and 928 are generally (but not exclusively) designated for all cities and towns that are not in the Phoenix, Arizona metropolitan area. The
largest city in Arizona within area code 520 is Tucson. The largest city in Arizona within area code 928 is Flagstaff. View a map of Arizona area codes. Note: These area codes refer only to landlines. Cell phone area codes are not restricted by geography. A person who lives in a house in a city can get a wireless service
with a different area code. Garlic, Arivaca, Arizona City, Benson, Bisbee, Bowie, Home Catalina, Coolidge, Douglas, Eloy, Florence, Gila River Indian Community, Green Valley, Hayden, Huachuca City, Kearny, Mammoth, Marana, Maricopa, Nogales, Oracle, Oro Valley, Patagonia, Pearce, Picacho/Picacho Peak, Red
Rock, Rio Rico, Sahuarita, San Manuel, Sierra Vista, Sonoita, South Tucson, Sunsites, Superior, Tombstone, Tubac, Tucson, Willcox, Winkelman Alpine, Ash Fork, Bagdad, Bouse, Bullhead City, Camp Verde, Valle, Cloruro, Clarkdale, Clifton, Colorado City, Cottonwood, Dewey-Humboldt, Dolan Springs, Duncan,
Duncan, Fredonia, Gila Bend, Globe, Greer, Heber, Holbrook, Jerome, Joseph City, Kingman, Lake Havasu City, Lake Montezuma, Lakeside, Mayer, McGuireville, Miami, Morenci, Oak Creek, Oatman, Overgaard, Page, Parker, Payson, Peeples Valley, Pima, Pine, Pinetop, Prescott, Prescott Valley, Quartzsite, Rimrock,
Safford, Saint Johns, Salome, San Luis, Sedona, Seligman, Show Low, Snowflake, Somerton, Springerville, Star Valley , Wenden, Wickenburg, Williams, Winslow, Yarnell, Young, Yuma Gracias por hacremosnoslo saber! ¡Saber!
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